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PROJECT the most complete range of bathroom accessories
From the combining of circular and squared forms comes the
design of straight and pure lines, which characterises every
piece in the collection: hangers, soapdishes, toothbrush
holders, dispensers, towel rails, shelves, magnifying mirrors,
support rails, paper and brush holders; in a chrome finish.
Their versatility and functionality means they can be included
in a variety of architectonic spaces and different interior
styles and as such they are suitable for all specifications,
even large projects such as hotels.
The design incorporates latest technology and top quality
materials, with particular attention to detail, such as the
bases, which have been designed specifically for each piece.
This means they are highly resistant and easy to assemble.
With
PROJECT,
COSMIC
launches
a
collection
contemplated for living the present and the future whilst
surpassing fashions and trends. It comprises everything to
make it an ever-lasting classic.
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DROP & SIMPLEX nominated for Delta Awards 2007

Introducing the new counter accessories DROP collection, designed by Ricard Ferrer, and the basins and
stools SIMPLEX collection, designed by Martín Ruiz Azua and Gerard Moliné, which have been manufactured
by means of rotomolding.
Both collections have been nominated for Delta Awards 2007 promoted by ADI-FAD. This Award
acknowledges all those products which stand out for being innovative and original, for their capacity to satisfy
the user’s needs, environmentally friendly and for their quality.
Thursday, November 8, 2007: Awards presentation
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COSMIC attends the new PROGETTI's shop
PROGETTI’s new shop’s opening day took place in
Valencia on May 31. The products you can find at this
minimalist shop belong to the most avant-garde trade
marks of the market.
PROGETTI’s new shop have included, among other
collections, also BATHLIFE which is one of the most
exclusive and global products of COSMIC’s.

PROGETTI A.CADARSO c/Almirante Cadalso,13 - c/Conde de Altea,22 - 46005 VALENCIA
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COSMIC in Sapphire Design Guide
From 2001, the legendary trade mark of gin Bombay Sapphire, through the Bombay Sapphire Foundation, has
acknowledged, supported and awarded the best contemporary design. That is why, year after year, they
publish their Sapphire Design Guide in order to introduce some of the most contemporary trends of the
market nowadays. COSMIC has been nominated to be part of this World, where all Art disciplines related to
design and architecture can be found.
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